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Abstract. Many children born with ear microtia undergo reconstruc-
tive surgery for both aesthetic and functional purposes. This surgery is
a delicate procedure that requires the surgeon to carve a “scaffold” for
a new ear, typically from the patient’s own rib cartilage. This is an un-
necessarily invasive procedure, and reconstruction relies on the skill of
the surgeon to accurately construct a scaffold that best suits the patient
based on limited data. Work in stem-cell technologies and bioprinting
present an opportunity to change this procedure by providing the op-
portunity to “bioprint” a personalised cartilage scaffold in a lab. To do
so, however, a 3D model of the desired cartilage shape is first required.
In this paper we optimise the standard convolutional mesh autoencoder
framework such that, given only the soft tissue surface of an unaffected
ear, it can accurately predict the shape of the underlying cartilage. To
prevent predicted cartilage meshes from intersecting with, and protrud-
ing through, the soft tissue ear mesh, we develop a novel intersection-
based loss function. These combined efforts present a means of designing
personalised ear cartilage scaffold for use in reconstructive ear surgery.
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1 Introduction

Microtia is a congenital condition characterized by underdevelopment of the ex-
ternal ear and affects 1 in 2,000 births [9]. Microtia can be unilateral or bilateral,
and occurs with varying degrees of severity, from mild abnormalities in the shape
of the external ear to a complete absence of both the ear and the auricular canal
[3]. Typically, microtia is treated between between the ages of 9 and 12, for both
functional and aesthetic purposes.

The current gold standard surgical intervention for ear reconstruction in mi-
crotia cases is a two-stage process. The first stage requires the implantation of
a “scaffold” to provide the frame for a new external ear. This scaffold is con-
structed from the patients own rib cartilage and placed under the skin where
the underdeveloped ear used to be. It remains here for a number of weeks to
accommodate the stretch of the surrounding skin. A second procedure is then
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performed to release the scaffold from the skin to form a normal ear shape [14].
The drawbacks of this approach include the increased co-morbidity and poten-
tial for chest wall depression where the cartilage is harvested. Tissue engineered
scaffolds, and non-absorbable auricular frameworks have also been used [8, 33].
These scaffolds are made by molding biodegradable polymers into the mirror
image shape of the intact contralateral ear and are then seeded with cartilage
excised from the patient to encourage biocompatibility prior to subcutaneous
implantation [24]. Ongoing work with stem cell tissue engineering and biofab-
rication indicate that it could soon be possible to bioprint 3D ear scaffolds or
human patients, reducing the requirements for invasive cartilage harvesting and
complex tissue engineered solutions [17, 20]. While it is unclear when these ad-
vances will be available for human adoption, promising results have been seen
in nude mice [20]. With this in mind, we aim to address the following ques-
tion; given the ideal shape of a reconstructed ear, can we predict the underlying
scaffold required that would need to be bioprinted to produce this shape?

Recent works in the field of geometric deep learning [6] have given rise to
a wide variety of approaches that can be used for analysis and learning on 3D
mesh structures. Mesh autoencoders [28] are of particular interest, as they allow
3D shapes to be encoded to a single latent vector representation. Highly accurate
reconstructions can then be obtained by decoding these latent representations.
Most, if not all, recent works on mesh autoencoders focus on compressing and
then reconstructing a given shape, typically the human body, face and head [5,
16, 28]. Here, we aim to adapt the standard autoencoder framework to enable
the encoding of one shape class and the decoding of another, thereby providing
a means of inferring the structure of the cartilage lying beneath the soft tissue
of the human ear. To enforce the intuition that the reconstructed cartilage mesh
should lie beneath the surface of the skin, or soft tissue, of the ear, we propose
a new loss function, which we refer to as an intersection loss.

In summary, we present a method to determine the optimal scaffold shape
required for high quality ear reconstruction by adapting the standard mesh au-
toencoder framework such that it can be used to encode a specific structure
(the ear soft tissue), and decode an alternative structure (the ear cartilage). We
introduce a combined ear-and-cartilage dataset. In addition, we propose a novel
intersection loss function that aims to ensure that all cartilage is within the outer
surface of the soft tissue mesh. Given a lack of ground truth data for the ear
scaffolds that correspond to certain ears, we present our method using actual ear
cartilage and demonstrate that it is highly accurate, even with relatively small
number of samples. Going forward, this makes a strong case for the use of such
a method to predict the required scaffold to construct a desired ear shape.

2 Related Work

Geometric Deep Learning: Geometric deep learning is an umbrella term
for the emerging techniques that facilitate the generalisation of deep neural
networks and machine learning approaches to non-Euclidean domains, such as
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high-dimensional graphs and manifolds, and 3D mesh structures [6]. Common
applications include node classification [22], molecule prediction [30], and deter-
mining mesh correspondences [4]. Multiple approaches have been presented to
generalise standard 2D convolutional operators for higher-dimensional domains
and irregular graph structures, [7, 15, 23, 29]. New methods for mesh pooling, or
graph coarsening, have also been developed [10, 12, 32].

Mesh Autoencoders: Convolutional mesh autoencoders have proven to be
a highly effective means of modelling 3D data. Among the first of these was the
COMA model proposed by Ranjan et.al. [28]. By storing the barycentric coor-
dinates of vertices removed during mesh pooling, or encoding, and using these
during the unpoooling, or decoding, stage, the pooled mesh could be restored to
its original topology. Truncated Chebyshev spectral convolutions were used [10].
Bouritsas et.al. [5] later improved on this by replacing the initial spectral con-
volutions with aniosotropic spiral convolutions to achieve more accurate mesh
reconstructions. The spiral convolution was further adapted by [16], providing
a mesh convolution operator that enables fast and highly efficient training. The
combination of convolutional mesh autoencoders with the spiral convolution op-
erator has been shown to be well suited to small datasets; this was demonstrated
both [5] and [16], where high reconstruction accuracies were achieved when only
80 samples were used for training.

3D Loss Functions: There exist a variety of loss functions that are typically
used for 3D mesh reconstruction in geometric deep learning. The standard L1
loss function can be applied to mesh vertices, and is common when processing
meshes that are in correspondence [28]. A normal consistency loss can be applied
to encourage reconstructed normals to match those of the original mesh. Where
exact correspondences are unavailable, the chamfer distance is often used to en-
courage similarity between two distinct point clouds [13]. A Laplacian objective
can be used to encourage the reconstruction of smooth meshes [11, 25], while the
purpose of a mesh edge loss is to encourage edge length regularization. Where
the reconstruction of sharp features, such as edges and corners, is desirable, a
quadric loss has been shown to be beneficial [1].

While these losses have proven effective in many applications, they were not
designed to enforce a particular relationship between two given surfaces. We aim
to address this by proposing an intersection loss. This loss aims to ensure that
points in the reconstructed sample lie on the desired side of a given plane. In the
case of ear cartilage reconstruction, this helps to enforce a fundamental human
understanding; that the ear cartilage should lie within the surface of the soft
tissue of the ear.

3 Dataset

While a number of datasets for the human ear soft tissue exist [18, 27, 31], there
are, to the best of our knowledge, none that capture the paired relationship
between ear cartilage and soft tissue. To address this, we construct a database
of these paired samples. Data was collected from patients aged between 9 and
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Fig. 1. a) Soft tissue (adapted from [34]) and b) Cartilage landmark sets.

12 referred for a Computed Tomography (CT) scan and were reported without
any abnormalities. The mean CT slice thickness and pixel size was 1mm. The
soft tissue and ear cartilage segmentations were acquired using Mimics InPrint4.
The range used for soft tissue segmentation was −200 to +200 Hounsfield units.
The ear cartilage, which has a density between that of bone and soft tissue and
which can vary depending on the age of the patient, was segmented by an expert
clinician. The best range for ear cartilage segmentation was found to be between
−30 and −10 Hounsfield units. Although difficulties regarding the segmentation
of cartilage from a CT scan limited the number of available samples, a dataset
of 100 paired ear-and-cartilage instances from 68 individuals was collected.

All left meshes were mirrored so that they lay in the plane of the right ear
samples. Landmarks were manually applied to both soft tissue and cartilage
meshes using a set of 50 and 45 landmarks respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. The
ear landmarks from [34] were used for the soft tissue, and adapted to create the
cartilage landmark set. Soft tissue meshes were rigidly aligned with a soft tissue
ear template mesh. The template mesh used was a non-watertight triangular
mesh, consisting of 2800 vertices, and was the same as that used in [27]. The
same rigid transformation was applied to the cartilage, to maintain the spatial
relationship between paired cartilage and soft tissue meshes. A cartilage template
mesh, containing the same number of vertices and an identical mesh topology
to that of the soft tissue, was then rigidly aligned with the raw cartilage mesh.
A Non-rigid Iterative Closest Point (NICP) procedure [2] was used to obtain
mesh correspondences for both cartilage and soft tissue. Throughout the data
processing, care was taken to ensure the spatial relationship between the soft
tissue and cartilage meshes was maintained.

4 Network Architecture

Our mesh autoencoder architecture is based on that of Gong et.al [16]. The
encoder is comprised of three convolutional layers, followed by mesh pooling.

4 Mimics Inprint, Materialise, Leuven, Belgium
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Fig. 2. Network architecture. Rlv is the size of the latent vector.

The decoder architecture is identical to that of the encoder, but in reverse. 16
latent vectors were used for the encoding. Spiral convolutionals with a length of
9 are used in all layers [16]. An overview of the architecture is shown in Fig. 2.

Mesh autoencoder frameworks typically use the barycentric coordinates of
mesh vertices removed during the pooling stage to restore these vertices during
the unpooling stage [28]. For computational efficiency, these values are calcu-
lated once prior to training, and then used throughout the training process. The
autoencoder output is therefore a mesh with an identical topology to the in-
put. When using an autoencoder to predict the shape of something other than
the original input, however, the assumptions of identical mesh topology and
barycentric coordinate locations do not necessarily hold true. Therefore, prior
to training, we pool the cartilage mesh template independent of the soft tissue
ear mesh and acquire the barycentric vertex locations specific to the cartilage.
These are then used during the unpooling stage in place of those of the soft
tissue ear mesh. This approach could be used to allow the decoder to return an
arbitrary mesh toplogy, however, as the cartilage and soft tissue ear template
have identical topologies, we make no such changes here.

4.1 Loss Functions

An L1 loss was applied to all reconstructed cartilage vertices. In addition to
this, we also apply a loss to penalise the reconstruction if cartilage vertices are
seen to protrude through the skin. This loss can be calculated using the normal
direction of the vertices in cartilage and soft tissue meshes. For each vertex in
the reconstructed cartilage, we find the closest vertex (nearest neighbour) in
the corresponding soft tissue mesh. As the position of the predicted cartilage
vertices with respect to their closest soft tissue vertex is likely to change many
times during the training process, this cannot be pre-computed. For each point
in the set of cartilage vertices, SC , the closest vertex, xs, in the set of soft tissue
vertices, SS , is instead calculated.

To determine whether the cartilage vertex intersects the surface of the soft
tissue, the following formula can be applied:

d = ns · (xc − xs) (1)

where d is the distance from the point to the soft tissue surface, xc is a vertex
in the cartilage mesh, xs is the closest vertex in the soft tissue mesh, and ns is the
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corresponding normal. The sign of d gives additional insight into the cartilage
point location with respect to the soft tissue; if d = 0, the cartilage point lies on
the plane of the soft tissue vertex. When d < 0, the vertex lies on the opposite
side of the plane into which the normal is directed and the vertex is within the
soft tissue surface. If d > 0, the vertex lies on the side of the plane into which
the normal is directed and an intersection has occurred. In this case, the value
of d can be used to determine the extent of the intersection.

The L1 loss and Intersection loss were combined as in Equation 2, where
λi and λint are the weighting values applied to the L1 and intersection losses
respectively. Optimal performance was observed for λi = 1 and λint = 10.

ltotal = λ1l1 + λintlint (2)

As the nearest neighbour search for each vertex in the input point cloud is in-
dependent, the calculations can be trivially parallelised and efficiently computed
on a GPU.

4.2 Training

The autoencoder framework is implemented in PyTorch [26]. Models were trained
with a batch size of 4. The Adam optimiser, initialised with a learning rate of
0.001, and learning rate decay of 0.99, was used [21]. Mesh downsampling was
achieved using the QSlim approach, while mesh upsampling in the decoder was
achieved as in [28]. Early stopping was used to prevent the model from overfitting
to the training data. Spiral convolutions, with a fixed length of 9, are used in
each layer of the encoder-decoder framework [16]. With 80 samples in the training
database, and running for up to 300 epochs, training takes 91 seconds on average,
equating to 0.327 seconds per epoch on an Nvidia Titan Xp GPU.

5 Experiments

A five-fold cross-validation procedure was used. If both the right and left ear
data from a given subject were used, care was taken to ensure that both sides
were in the same dataset to prevent data leakage between the two datasets.
Beyond this, the data was split randomly between training and testing sets. Each
training and test set therefore consisted of 80 and 20 samples respectively. Mean
accuracies over all data splits are reported below. Ground truth in this study
was considered to be the registered cartilage meshes. Errors were calculated as
the Euclidean distance between corresponding vertices in the ground truth and
predicted cartilage meshes.

5.1 Ablation Study

In this section we analyse the effects of the proposed loss functions on the re-
construction quality. Three cases were tested; using just the L1 loss, using a
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Fig. 3. Predicted cartilage for a given soft tissue sample. Rows show the soft tissue
ear mesh, ground truth cartilage, and predicted cartilage meshes. The final column
displays the heatmap for the Euclidean error in millimeters (mm).

combination of the L1 loss and chamfer distance, and using the L1 loss with the
proposed intersection loss. For a baseline comparison, we compare a scaled ver-
sion of the soft tissue to the ground truth cartilage mesh. All soft tissue meshes
were scaled by approximately 93%, equivalent to reducing the mesh by 1.5mm
to allow for skin thickness [19]. The mean vertex error, and mean number of
vertex intersections per mesh, are given in Table 1. Due to the small size of the
human ear, results are given in micrometers (µm). Simply scaling the soft tissue
does not give a close estimate of the ground truth cartilage mesh, and results in
the greatest number of intersections of the cartilage though the surface of the
soft tissue. As shown in the table, the introduction of the intersection loss plays
a role in reducing the mean vertex error, in addition to reducing the number of
cartilage vertices that intersect the soft tissue ear mesh. Interestingly, the worst
results are observed when using the L1 loss in conjunction with the chamfer
distance. Examples of the predicted cartilage meshes for a given soft tissue mesh
are shown Fig. 3.

Scaling L1 L1 + Ch. L1 + Int.
mean ints. mean ints. mean ints. mean ints.

Test 324.6 ± 42.7 1683 135.1±122.8 27 135.3±123.0 28 134.7± 121.9 17
Train — — 578.4±578.4 212 583.8±413.2 215 571.5± 419.9 202

Table 1. Ablation Study: The effect of different loss functions on reconstruction ac-
curacy and number of intersections. Errors are in micrometers (µm). The mean error,
standard deviation, and mean number of intersections are on a per sample basis. Cham-
fer Loss is abbreviated as Ch., Intersection Loss is abbreviated as Int.
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L1 L1 + Ch. L1 + Int.

Test 210.3 ± 154.3 211.5 ± 154.7 208.9 ± 155.7
Train 712.9 ± 522.9 716.6 ± 528.4 702.6 ± 530.3

Table 2. Mean cartilage landmark error. A latent vector of size 16 was used. All values
are reported in micrometers (µm).

5.2 Landmark Error

Table 2 reports the landmark error for the inferenced cartilage meshes for each of
the loss combinations. Minor discrepancies are noted between mean loss values
for each of the implemented loss combinations, however using the intersection
loss again leads to an increase in the overall accuracy. This indicates that the
intersection loss discourages the predicted cartilage from protruding through the
ear soft tissue, without negatively impacting the result of the reconstruction.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

Future work would look to expanding the combined ear-cartilage database to in-
clude a greater number of samples from more subjects. Neural networks tend to
perform better with large quantities of data, and one of the main limitations of
the system is the relatively small number of samples that can be used for train-
ing purposes; this is highlighted by the discrepancy between the reconstruction
accuracies for the training and testing datasets. Though we have chosen a net-
work architecture that has been shown to perform well on small datasets and
have endeavoured to keep the number of parameters in the autoencoder small
to reduce overfitting, this remains an area where further improvements could be
achieved. In particular, the network has difficulties in accurately reconstructing
the sharper ridges and external regions of the cartilage. This can be seen most
clearly in the rows 1 and 3 of Fig. 3.

Determining the shape of the cartilage scaffold required for ear reconstruc-
tion is by no means trivial and it takes a trained and experienced surgeon to
carve a cartilage scaffold from autogolous rib cartilage. The ability to predict
the shape of the required cartilage scaffold, paired with the continued advance-
ments in bioprinting technologies presents an alternative approach to creating
this scaffold. With the reduced requirements for cartilage to be harvested from
the ribs of the patient, morbidity and operating times would likely decrease, and
the risk to chest wall deformity would be reduced.

We have presented an autoencoder framework that can be used to infer the
ear cartilage shape given that of the ear soft tissue. We adapt the conventional
autoencoder framework so that the encoder framework can be used to encode
and decode meshes with different topologies. Additionally, we present a novel
loss function, the intersection loss, and show how this can be used to reduce
the number of cartilage vertices that intersect, or protrude through, the soft
tissue ear surface, thereby encouraging the inference of more realistic ear carti-
lage samples. The loss functions can be easily optimized for GPU, facilitating
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fast training speeds. This approach can also allow for patient specific cartilage
design; in the case of unilateral microtia, the shape of the soft tissue from the
contralateral ear can be used for cartilage inference.
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